KIDS' GAMES

PARTY GAMES

GO AWAY MONSTER! (3+)
Reach in the bag to find the puzzle pieces that fit your
bedroom. If you get a monster, tell it to take off!

UNLOCK / EXIT ESCAPE ROOMS
Two series of games that let you create
an Escape Room experience at your game table

PENGOLOO (4+)
Memory and a little luck will help you succeed in this
fun eggspedition to find hidden penguin eggs

SNAKE OIL
Use random cards to create 2-word products then
pitch them to the player playing a wacky customer

MAGIC MAZE
Work together to try to get a group of heroes
around a maze of rooms and doors. It's tricky!

YETI IN MY SPAGHETTI (4+)
A yeti is on the spaghetti! Take turns pulling
spaghetti from the bowl but don't let the yeti fall in

HAPPY SALMON
High five, fist bump and run around the table to
discard cards in this ultra-fast and silly game

ICE COOL
Flick your penguin throughout
a 3D complex in a game of icy tag

DANCING EGGS (5+)
Acquire bouncing eggs then store them under your
chin or between your knees, but don't drop any!

SAY ANYTHING
It's your opinion of my opinion of your opinion
in this game that rewards creativity

SUSHI GO / SUSHI GO PARTY
Pick and pass cards to make the best
three-course sushi dinner

RHINO HERO: SUPER BATTLE (5+)
Build a huge tower of cards for Super animals to climb
and avoid the mean, hanging spider monkeys

TELESTRATIONS
The telephone game meets Pictionary and being
a terrible artist makes the game more fun

EX LIBRIS
Create the greatest library in town by using workers
to collect and shelve the best assortment of books

GOBBLET GOBBLERS (5+)
A 3D twist on Tic-Tac-Toe where larger
pieces can swallow up smaller pieces

THAT'S IT!
Race to guess the key word for each
topic before your friends

FUSE
Work together to diffuse bombs
in under 10 minutes

SPOT IT (6+)
Any two random cards have exactly one
picture in common. Find it first!

WITS & WAGERS
Bet on who actually knows the answers
to a series of tough trivia questions

DRAGONWOOD
Collect adventurer cards to earn dice,
then stomp and strike at your foes

LABYRINTH (8+)
Navigate through a constantly-shifting
maze to acquire needed items

CODENAMES
Rival spymasters race to get their team to guess the
correct words on a grid, using only one-word clues.

CASTLE PANIC
Defend your castle from a host of rampaging
monsters in this clever cooperative game

SLEEPING QUEENS (8+)
Wake up queens for points, kidnap them
with dragons, and save them with wands.

DIXIT
Like Apples to Apples, but using ethereal illustration
cards to best represent the judge's phrase

BUYER'S GUIDE
FAMILY GAMES

GATEWAY GAMES

NEXT STEP GAMES

FOR TWO PLAYERS

TICKET TO RIDE
Build the best railroad network across
the United States or Europe

CLANK
Sneak into an angry dragon's mountain lair
to steal precious artifacts, but keep quiet!

PATCHWORK
Pick and place Tetris-style patches to
piece together the perfect quilt

CATAN
Settle an unexplored island by collecting and
trading resources then building your empire

CASTLES OF BURGUNDY
Trade and build strategically to
bring prosperity to your estate

JAIPUR
Timing is everything as you buy and sell goods
to become the maharaja's personal trader

KINGDOMINO
Place tiles to build the best kingdom around
your castle, but space is restricted!

DEAD OF WINTER
Work together to survive winter, treachery,
and, oh yeah, the zombie apocalypse

CAVERNA: CAVE vs. CAVE
Excavate new living space in the mountain, construct
new buildings, and dig for precious metals

FORBIDDEN ISLAND
You must work together to to find four
artifacts before the island sinks beneath you

FIVE TRIBES
Maneuver tribes to become
the new sultan of Naqala

LOST CITIES
Mount archeological expeditions to
discover sites of ancient civilizations

DICE FORGE
Continuously modify your two special dice
as you gain and spend resources for glory

SHERLOCK HOLMES CONSULTING DETECTIVE
All the clues are there, you just have to deduce the
answers to several mysteries in this brainy activity

ONITAMA
Excellent chess-like abstract game where the
movement rules of your pieces change every turn

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Grow the tallest trees but avoid
the shade caused by your opponents

LONDON
The Great Fire of 1666 devastated London, now
players compete to build a new city from the ashes

STAR WARS: DESTINY
Construct your decks and roll your dice
in this fun collectible battle game

FLIP SHIPS
Space Invaders meets manual dexterity as you
flip your tokens to hit approaching enemies

TERRAFORMING MARS
Complete projects to affect the Martian environment,
and be the player who best influences the planet

7 WONDERS DUEL
Acquire cards over three ages to advance
your civilization and build great wonders

CENTURY SPICE ROAD
Acquire and play action cards to gather and trade
spices in order to score the most points

MANSIONS OF MADNESS
Investigate strange mysteries and battle horrific
monsters, all guided by an immersive app

ARKHAM HORROR THE CARD GAME
Work together to solve horrific mysteries, and
evolve your investigators over several games

HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS BATTLE
THE EXPANSE
It's up to Harry and the gang to save Hogwarts by
Politics, conquest, and intrigue in this game that blends
defeating villains in this excellent deckbuilding game
Twilight Struggle with The Expanse sci-fi setting

CARDVENTURES
A series of choose-your-own-adventures in the
form of a deck of cards that can also be played solo

